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Abstract
Indigenous people of Indian Northeast represent a notable example of indigenous people
involved in the process of adaptation to contemporaneity. It is important to note that indigenous
people of considered region mostly belong to Mongoloid race and speak different languages
belonging to Sino-Tibetan stock. The process of adaptation always goes side by side with a huge
amount of problems; problems appear when people who have no connections have to live
together. Politics, religion and social habits play a very specific and significant role in such
cases. An ethnic minority can very easy lose its identity and become not able to survive.
Key words: Northeast of India; cultural adaptation; indigenous people of India; indigenous
identity
From time immemorial various migrants from different lands (mainly Southeast Asia) have
come to Indian Territory.
In deep antiquity Indian peninsula was inhabited by people belonging to different racial groups
and to different language families.
The vast majority of Indian population belongs to two language families: Indo-European and
Dravidian. The first group lives mostly in the North of the country, while the second one on the
South. There are also a lot of ethnic groups in India, who connect it with its pre-Aryan past.
Nowadays tribal people make up a little more than 8 percent of the whole country’s population.
Officially they are called “scheduled tribes” adivasi (this Sanskrit word can be translated as
“first inhabitant”). Most of such groups dwell in Central India. They mainly speak Munda and
Dravidian languages. Indigenous people of Central India form about 75 percent of all tribal
population. Gond, Santhal, Munda, Oraon, Ho and some others are the biggest groups.
Mountains of South India (Nilgiri, Annaimalai and others) represent another region of
indigenous people. One can also meet other indigenous people in other parts of India. For
instance, indigenous of the Andaman Islands are the oddments of the erstwhile numerous
Negrito group (Maretina, Kotin 2011: 6 – 7).
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Pic. 1. Map representing main locations mentioned in the text: Central India region is marked by
black, mountains of South India are marked by red, the Andaman Islands are marked by purple
(source: Topographic map of India).
The Northeast is the third tribal region. According to the latest Indian census that took place in
2011 the quantity of Northeastern indigenous ethnic groups is composes 78436 people (Census).
Percentage of males is larger than that of females as well as in the rest of India.
Seven states located in the Northeast of India are usually called seven sisters, they are the
following: Arunachal Pradesh, Nagaland, Manipur, Mizoram, Tripura, Meghalaya and Assam.
They are surrounded by China from the Northeast, Burma from the South and Bangladesh from
the West.
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Pic 2. India Northeast zone map. All Northeastern states are marked by different colors. Even
though Sikkim is also colored it is not a part of seven sisters (source: North-East India Map).
Whereas for centuries these territories were considered as mysterious and even (for some extent)
dangerous, it is impossible to say about total absence of their contacts with neighboring
territories. However, as far as contacts were inevitable there always was exchange of ideas and
techniques.
Territory of northeastern states mainly consists of tropical forests and arduous mountains; and
due to these issues it was possible for indigenous people living there to preserve their cultures
till nowadays. Most of ethnic groups inhabiting the region are not of Indo-Aryan origin. They
are descendants of people who have migrated there centuries ago from the territory of present
day China, Burma, Laos, Cambodia and Thailand.
Their beliefs can be described as worshipping of nature and cults of local spirits. Clan and
family are more important for them than society. Some of them (Garo and Khasi) have
matrilocal structure of kinship.
Initially, it was a hard task for Indian government to contact with tribal people. There were
problems with development of transport system, education and healthcare. Complicated political
situation also influenced negatively on religious life. As late as at the time of the British ruling
the attempts of contact were unsuccessful. They have faced with the violent opposition of
indigenous people who sometimes were even ready to fight for their territories. During
distribution of lands British rulers did not take into account the traditional boarders of lands.
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Pic. 3. Map representing areas from where people have come to the present day Indian
Northeastern states (map has been made after Google map screenshot).
Afterwards it played a significant role in never-ending quarrels about the states’ boarding
territories (Grigorieva 1982: 43 – 44). Even though the process of including indigenous people
of the Northeastern region in the life of British India met serious political difficulties it was
proceeded. However, consequences of the process are quite controversial.
British have made a lot for the studying of indigenous people; however, initially British quite
often acted in an incorrect manner.
Due to the work of many missionaries many of indigenous people was Christianized. We can
see the result of this nowadays because the quantity of educated indigenous youth is rather high.
Nevertheless the same process of forced acculturation is one of the reasons of never-ending
struggles between different groups and between indigenous people and with Indian government.
In 20th century the first contact with indigenous people in order to study them was made in
1950s by J.P. Mills, E. Verrier and C. von Fürer-Haimendorf. The anthropologists were
supposed not only to study indigenous people for the sake of pure science but also to inform
British rulers and Indian government about situation in the region. Indigenous people
themselves were not sure whether the process of increasing attention to them was beneficial or
not. From one side they hoped that this process would help them to improve their living
conditions, but, from the other, they felt only a little connection with the rest of India, they were
even afraid of it. Latter was connected with their fear of losing lands and being under the control
of people who inhabited valleys. Many indigenous groups saw that their independency would
help maintaining their cultural identity.
India did not want to leave its extended and attackable boarder without control.
The results of involving indigenous groups in politics are quite arguable.
From one side, this region was not attractive from the economic point of view and because of
that it was not so fetching to British rulers. At the same time the region was at economic
stagnation. Due to the destruction of barrier separating tribes from the rest of India, they met
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with the real life of Indian society. It seems that the greatest changes have occurred with so
called traditional cultures of indigenous people. For instance, Naga gave up their tradition of
headhunting; they also gave up living in men’s houses morung and practice of educating boys
there.
English people did not want to meddle into inner life of indigenous people, but establishing of
their control over these territories caused the decrease of force of local leaders and as a result
their inability to rule. Gradually the whole structure of relations in the society of indigenous
people has changed. It is important to mention that even nowadays members of every
indigenous group continue to identify themselves by special net of akin connections, relations,
rights, privileges and duties (Ali 1993: 22).
The negative impact of the present day life modernization process is that in some cases
indigenous people borrow something from their neighbors just as a matter of prestige, i.e:
without due understanding of borrowed items.
Indigenous people reject their own cultural achievements and welcome new borrowings.
Many indigenous people have easily adapted to the modern life. Most evidently it can be seen
among young generation. Plenty of young indigenous people arrive to big cities in order to get
education and due to the exemptions established for them by the central government this process
is not much complicated for them. However, they don’t lose connections with their indigenous
communities, but beyond any doubts the character of their relationships changes gradually.
Almost all representatives of indigenous groups can be identified by their traditional clothes and
adornments. They like playing cricket and football that also proves us the fact that they
progressively become followers of European values (Aneko baate he…).
Central India people attitude toward indigenous people also need to be mentioned. Sometimes
interaction between these two groups can be quite difficult. For example, cases of flouts at girls
from Manipur and other Eastern parts of the country were registered in February 2014.
Generally the process of adaptation for life in modern cities is mainly difficult for indigenous
women.
Considering all the attempts from both indigenous and central government of India in getting
used to present-day life it is possible to say that Northeast region remains quite detached and
unique. The uniqueness of that region attracts attention of many scientists.
Indigenous world is boarded from the outer world; however it is not completely isolated. The
only way to visit their territories is to get special permit.
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